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About This Game

You are a detective, you have to work hard to think through various puzzles, unlock the level, and finally win!
More than 10 diverse levels

Various brain burning puzzles
Challenge your thinking!

This is my first successful game. If there are any deficiencies, please forgive v_v!
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detective escape 1. detective escape 1 - unlimited room. detective escape 1 walkthrough

The only reason you'd really buy this is if you're too lazy\/tired of fishing for voices or doing it to have all them since some are
unable to be fished Dizzy,Kum,Johnny,Etc. Just please buy this on a sale. It's not worth $11.99 $3 to $4 is fine just if you want
dlc voices (like me wanting dizzy's) Sadly this is the only way to get the full casts voices (Besides Baiken and Answer who are
seperate from this pack). What can I say If you love Forklifts like I do! this games for you :). In mother Russia, bear try to
attack family. Bear try this once. Bear now make dis game, where you punch other bears in the face.

20/10 best Russia simulator 2069. I love the expansion, but for its price its a little dicey. I still reccomend it as i love all the new
teams, the mixed teams and the eternal leauge. If you like the base game id reccomend but if your one of those people who dont
like the second game maybe give it a pass.. Epic car factory is an idea that is very intersesting. but i think it should have been
named epic car research as it is very much a research game and the sales are really contolled by an outside factor. i enjoyed the
game and i played it for a bit but there are some basic ui changes that need to be made to make the game easier to use an
understand.

I think these guys are on the right track and in a couple updates could potenitally be closer to their promise.
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Good for kids, it amused my 12 year old for a couple of hours. She pointed out the name is a bit misleading, as you aren't
playing as a puppy, or learning to cook dog.. Ok so to everyone: THIS GAME IS AWESOME!
Oh my, for an early access game, I so strongly recommand it, and I am sure the actual game will be a BLAST, even though I can
hardly see how it can be made any better!
Honestly, to anyone who likes calm music, beautiful environnment, and hours and hours of fun, action (because yes, a rocket
does go fast), and A LOT of thinking (these damn stars are hard to get!), THIS GAME IS FOR YOU.
Yet let's not forget the main idea: you also have to love creation: building your vehicule is well made, easy, accessible to all, and
as always: fun!

The ONLY reproch I could ever think of is that your vehicule does not affect the environnment: if you crash with a rocket
against a wall, you will blow into a thousand beautiful pieces but the wall will not be alter. This opportunity would make the
sandbox even funnier and give a lot more opportunities for the campaign to achieve victory!
But don't get me wrong, I realise how hard this is to program, and it is just a suggestion if the developpers have A LOT of time
on their hands!

However to conclude on a positive note: should you buy this game? YES YES YES MULTIPLES TIME YES! I am in love!
Keep it going!. I would recommend this game. However, the playerbase is dead and there has been a peak of <10 players at once
in the past 30 days.

It's a fun game, but it is dead.. Exactly what I hoped it would be, having so much fun!. (Disclaimer: My rating may change
depending on what I experience as I progress.)
About the author; I am a veteran gamer well versed in the works of H.P. Lovecraft.

83 Hours Played.
- Graphics.
Old-school, pixelatted. This is a game that focuses on gameplay.

- Gameplay.
A difficult rogue game and an enjoyable one at that. You encounter "mini-events" and (mostly) enemies in a maze of rooms.
You can obtain power-ups from chests or altars in secret rooms that curse you. There are five different unlockable characters
each with their own style and story spanning four chapters and locations. You will dodge, shoot, hit, freeze, fry and zap your
way to a boss room and\/or a secret level. Your story culminates in a face off against one of the five elder gods.
There is a sanity mechanic, if your sanity gets too low you will commit suicide. This, to me, seems like a wasted opportunity.
Insanity takes many different forms and there are a large variety of stages between sanity and insanity. There are also many
different symptoms aside from suicidal tendencies. What about hallucinations? Or voices? Plus in the world of H.P. Lovecraft;
what about seeing and hearing secrets the sane cannot? The gameplay is fun but it has its share of missed opportunities.

- Story.
The mini-events, characters stories and the general lore draw heavily from H.P. Lovecraft's works and are faithful to them.
However, I feel this game could have benefited with more character development. Part of what made Lovecraft's works great
wasn't just the intangible, unknowable, alien nature of the threats encountered but their impact upon the psyches of those who
encountered them. It was their reactions, their slow decay and descent that indicated to us something was terribly wrong. You
have to build a character up before you can bring them down or it has no impact. Telling me my characters sanity has decreased
does no service to the story when the dialogue relevant to the story sees them holding firm and resolute. Sanity is a very personal
thing, everyone who breaks does so in response to different forms of pressure and noone ever breaks in quite the same way.
Example; there was an episode of Rick & Morty where an AI creates a clone of the dead son of a cop just so he can watch him
melt away in his arms. The cop, unsurprisingly, breaks down sobbing due this exploitation of a deep psychological trauma. The
point is if something malevolent is attempting to break you it will do so in the most personalised way it can and if that thing is an
Elder God then there is no limit to what it can use against you. Whatever you've done, whatever weaknesses you have... it
knows.
We could have gotten to know the characters strengths, their weaknesses, their core values and then depending on our actions
and performance we could have seen those characters triumph or fall by them.
Still, the descriptions and dialogues are enjoyable and true to the stories... but they could have resonated so much more.

Summary.
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This is an extremely addictive game and immensely enjoyable especially to Lovecraft fans but given abit more imagination
could have been a transcendent game that actively messed with the player.
I give it a thumbs up and I encourage you to try it.. The Escapists: The Walking Dead is exactly what it says in the title and
nothing more should be expected. It's The Escapists gameplay mixed with the Walking Dead characters. For the ones used to
The Escapists you will have no problems at all in adapting to the same formula. I feel some things should have been worked on
better, getting the game closer to a survival experience and less of a escaping experience. You have most core mechanics from
The Escapists working here and that doesn't feel quite right sometimes like the fact that you have to complete daily routines
(quickly you just stop caring about them and face the consequences instead). One change I loved is the visuals. Game looks
much more detailed than The Escapists and the map design and pretty filled. If you liked The Escapists you will like this version
just don't expect more than what it says in the title.

If you wish to see it in action you're more than welcome to check the series, warning: huge spoilers.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ms2i590ceJg&index=1&list=PLBqXrq67D6oqCqaMfzqq9H3OutXCklnly. Nice and
funny.. thias gaime is sao retarderted. It is exactly as much fun as you remember Play Station Home being if you weren't one of
the few people who put down actual money. I rate it a confused shrug/10. I enjoyed this game, but would only recommend it to
people who are either already oldschool point-and-click mystery buffs - or, like me, want to play a spooky game without having
to worry about monsters, jumpscares or dying. I didn't want to use a walkthrough so I probably spent many hours wandering
around when in fact this isn't a terribly long game. It was hard to tell what information was relevant, so prepare to read a lot and
write a lot of things down with actual pen and paper.

The slow exploration of abandoned locations with ghost hunting gear kind of makes this a ghost hunting simulator, which I
thought was fun because I'm a big fan of Ghost Hunters. The creepy soundscapes and locations kept the atmosphere tense all
through the game, and I really liked the various bits of ghost stories and mythology scattered throughout. I'm looking forward to
playing the next game in this series!
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